The effect of continuous levodopa treatment during the afternoon hours.
The aim of this retrospective study was to investigate whether patients with Parkinson's disease, who are treated with levodopa-carbidopa intestinal gel (LCIG), clinically worsen during the afternoon hours and if so, to evaluate whether this occurs in all LCIG-treated patients or in a subgroup of patients. Three published studies were identified and included in the analysis. All studies provided individual response data assessed on the treatment response scale (TRS), and patients were treated with continuous LCIG. Ninety-eight patients from the three studies fulfilled the criteria. t tests were performed to find differences on the TRS values between the morning and the afternoon hours, linear mixed effect models were fitted on the afternoon hours' evaluations to find trends of wearing-off, and patients were classified into three TRS categories (meaningful increase in TRS, meaningful decrease in TRS, non-meaningful increase or decrease). In all three studies, significant statistical differences were found between the morning TRS values and the afternoon TRS values (P-value <=0.001 in all studies). The linear mixed effect models had significant negative coefficients for time in two studies, and 48 out of 98 patients (49%) showed a meaningful decrease in TRS during the afternoon hours. The results from all studies were consistent, both in the proportion of patients in the three groups and in the value of TRS decrease in the afternoon hours. Based on these findings, there seems to be a group of patients with predictable "off" behavior in the later parts of the day.